
Deeper markdowns. 30–50% off select styles. Summer Sale. Shop Now ×

Real change starts from within.
We aspire to cultivate spaces and experiences that celebrate diversity, promote equity and

champion inclusion. We're listening to our people, communities, and you. We're proud to share
our diversity, equity and inclusion journey with you.

We believe authenticity is critical
to change.

We've made steady progress in nurturing, supporting and expanding DE&I in our organization.
We're actively creating new standards and holding ourselves accountable to them as we

continue to listen, learn and take action.

We've come a long way from
where we were, and we know we
still have a lot of work ahead of

us.

Our investment in DE&I at Aritzia has resulted in change and action across our business.
Some highlights of what we've accomplished so far:

Established our DE&I department to drive real change from within with dedicated expert
resources.

Implemented mandatory training and education on systemic racism, racial inequity and
social injustice for all current and future members of our teams, as well as additional
leadership training led by DE&I experts.

Added — and are continuously adding — more style and sizing options to ensure that our
brands are shoppable for a more diverse range of body types. We recognize that sizing
and its representation is an important consideration for our clients, and we continue to
learn and evolve in this area.

Launched People Resource Groups to amplify and prioritize diverse perspectives within our
business.

Evaluated every aspect of our business to ensure diversity, equity and inclusion are
representative of the communities where we work. From entry-level positions to executive-
level positions, Aritzia will always be a place where all people, no matter their colour,
creed, race, age or sexual orientation, can enjoy successful careers.

We're honoured to share our ongoing partnerships that aim to uplift communities beyond
Aritzia's walls:
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Stonewall Community FoundationStonewall Community Foundation

Since 2020, we've supported the LGBTQIA2S+ community through Stonewall Community
Foundation with financial and product donations and education initiatives.

In 2022, we launched the Aritzia x Stonewall Community Foundation Scholarship.

This scholarship is awarded to individuals pursuing careers in fashion design, retail
management, mental health or social justice advocacy.

Our ongoing partnership with Stonewall Community Foundation is just one example of our
commitment to strengthen our allyship to the LGBTQ2IA+ community.

CJF-CBC RADIO-CANADA Black Women's Journalism FellowshipCJF-CBC RADIO-CANADA Black Women's Journalism Fellowship

We're proud to be the founding sponsor of the first CJF-CBC RADIO-CANADA Black
Women's Journalism Fellowship, a paid mentorship career opportunity for Black women
journalists. The fellowship aims to amplify Black voices, improve coverage of Black issues
and support future Black media leaders.

This is just the beginning.

We're so grateful for our community. We're committed to this work, and we're inspired by
your fierce determination and drive to create a more just society. Let's keep these

conversations going — you can reach out any time through
diversityandinclusion@aritzia.com
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